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The idea that trade-offs between offspring quantity and quality shape reproductive behaviour has long been central to economic perspectives on fertility. It also has a parallel and richer theoretical foundation in evolutionary ecology. We review the application of the quantity—quality trade-off concept to human reproduction, emphasizing distinctions between clutch size and lifetime fertility, and the wider set of forces contributing to fertility variation in iteroparous and sexually reproducing species like our own. We then argue that in settings approximating human evolutionary history, several factors limit costly sibling competition. Consequently, while the optimization of quantity—quality trade-offs undoubtedly shaped the evolution of human physiology setting the upper limits of reproduction, we argue it plays a modest role in accounting for socio-ecological and individual variation in fertility. Only upon entering the demographic transition can fertility limitation be clearly interpreted as strategically orientated to advancing offspring quality via increased parental investment per child, with low fertility increasing descendant socio-economic success, although not reproductive success. We conclude that existing economic and evolutionary literature has often overemphasized the centrality of quantity—quality trade-offs to human fertility variation and advocate for the development of more holistic frameworks encompassing alternative life-history trade-offs and the evolved mechanisms guiding their resolution.

1. Introduction

The intuitive concept of a trade-off between offspring quantity and quality is central to theories of human fertility (i.e. number of births) with an independent origin in both economics and evolutionary ecology. In the conventional demographic literature, the concept is typically accredited to the economist Gary Becker. Before Becker, fertility was widely considered to be outside the realm of economic analysis [1]. In part, this followed the observation that declining fertility rates with industrialization and higher income levels appear at odds with economic rationality. Becker accounted for these trends by formalizing the notion that parents derive utility from both offspring quantity and quality, reconciling lower fertility at greater wealth as increased expenditure per child [2,3]. Since Becker, the offspring quantity—quality trade-off and related trade-offs between reproduction and female employment have dominated economic accounts of fertility [1,4]. There is also empirical support for the hypothesis that strategically reducing fertility to invest in offspring quality, particularly via formal education, is incentivized as populations undergo the demographic transition and in ‘modern’ post-demographic transition populations [5–8]. In these contexts, the socio-economic pay-offs to fertility limitation can span multiple generations. For example, Goodman et al. [5] demonstrate that low fertility is associated with superior descendant school performance, educational attainment, and adult income across four generations of a large Swedish cohort born during the demographic transition.

Less well known to many demographers, the quantity—quality trade-off concept has a parallel and theoretically richer origin in evolutionary ecology.
Evolutionary life-history theory accounts for both species and individual-level variation in reproductive strategies in terms of the allocation of resources (time, energy, and effort) to competing functions that define the life cycle of an organism [9–11]. Since resources are finite, fundamental trade-offs must be navigated, such as that between investing in mating effort versus parental investment, in reproduction versus survival, and in offspring quantity versus quality. Life-history theory predicts that natural selection leads to the optimization of such trade-offs to maximize inclusive fitness, i.e. the production of long-term genetic descendants. This insight grounds and justifies the rational actor assumption taken a priori in economics in evolutionary models of organic diversity [12]. It also provides conceptual clarity by positioning fitness as the ultimate utility function guiding behaviour. This evolutionary rationale provides the unique insight that individuals are anticipated to readily forgo their own well-being, and the well-being of any individual child, provided continued reproduction maximizes fitness. Combined with the concept of bet-hedging, this rationale can explain why parents often have more children than they can seemingly afford, and introduces scepticism into economic accounts where utility is equated to individual satisfaction [13]. Economic concepts, such as ‘human capital’, have been synthesized into evolutionary models of fertility [14]. Many demographers have also embraced the complementarity of evolutionary and economic perspectives (e.g. [4,12,15]).

The objectives of this review are to: (i) overview the origin and current application of the quantity–quality trade-off concept in evolutionary ecology; and (ii) consider the strengths and limitations of this concept in accounting for human fertility variation in both pre- and post-demographic transition populations. Humans fall on the extreme end of already high mammalian parental investment and have highly altricial offspring. It thus seems intuitive that trade-offs between offspring quantity and quality will be fundamental to human life-history evolution [16–18]. Throughout, we treat as uncontroversial the notion that the optimization of the quantity–quality trade-off via natural selection shaped the shared features of our reproductive physiology (i.e. propensity for singleton births, lengthy gestation, lactational amenorrhoea) that ultimately delimit the potential phenotypic range of human fertility. The importance of specific trade-offs nevertheless may vary across different levels (species, populations, and individuals). Accordingly, here we focus our attention on critically evaluating whether, within the potential phenotypic range of fertility for our species, the optimization of resource allocation to offspring quantity versus quality can account for observed socio-ecological and individual-level variation in fertility.

We begin by summarizing the contributions of David Lack, a pioneer of life-history theory, to the study of clutch size variation in birds, and the legacy of his research in contemporary studies of animal and human reproductive behaviour. From this platform, we argue that Lack’s original focus on clutch size rather than lifetime fertility, in addition to economic demography’s focus on the demographic transition rather than variation in pre-demographic transition fertility, has led much of the existing literature to overemphasize the pivotal role of the offspring quantity–quality trade-off in accounting for human fertility variation. This position is supported from a review of the anthropological literature concerning high fertility and high mortality populations somewhat characteristic of our evolutionary past. Here, we argue that a number of important factors reduce costly sibling competition across the life course, so that the relevance of quantity–quality trade-offs to the initiation, continuation, or termination of reproduction is likely to be relatively modest compared with populations that are undergoing or have completed the demographic transition. We then briefly discuss alternative life-history trade-offs that may play a more dominant role in determining the individual variance of fertility in pre-demographic transition environments. To conclude, we revisit the demographic transition and consider how a more holistic appreciation of the multiple life-history trade-offs and selective forces that influence fertility identifies gaps in our current understanding and opportunities for future research.

2. The individual optimization of fertility

(a) Optimizing clutch size

For evolutionary demographers, the idea that contingent trade-offs between offspring quantity and quality determine individual variation in fertility has its roots in the work of the ornithologist David Lack. Lack was among the very first researchers to initiate the application of the ‘Modern Synthesis’, the successful integration of Darwin’s theory of natural selection with Mendelian genetics, to the study of animal behaviour [19]. Before Lack, differences in clutch size (i.e. number of offspring born in a single reproductive bout) were understood to be driven by mortality rates with large clutches in high-mortality environments required to perpetuate the species [20] (cited in [19, p. 62]). Lack countered that natural selection operates at the individual level, so that individuals reproducing at a lower rate than that which maximizes reproductive success are rapidly outcompeted [21]. In his own words:

Clutch size has been evolved through natural selection to correspond with the largest number of young for which the parents can on the average find enough food. [22, p. 32]

This simple hypothesis was one of the first optimization models applied to the study of animal behaviour, contributing substantially to the transformation of ecology from a descriptive discipline to a predictive and experimental science, and earning Lack the epithet ‘father of evolutionary ecology’ [19].

Lack tested his ideas using a novel experimental method, the manipulation of clutch size by transferring newly hatched young to and from nests to create enlarged and reduced broods. Clutch size manipulations have now been conducted on a wide range of avian species where robbing and/or cuckolding parents is a relatively straightforward procedure [10]. The method has also been extended to reptiles [23], insects [24], and even to some mammals where experimentally added pups are not obviously distinguished by breastfeeding mothers [25] or were hormonal treatments have been used to physiologically enlarge litter size [26]. Lack’s hypothesis predicts that unmanipulated clutches will produce more surviving young on average than either enlarged or reduced clutches. Some studies report findings largely consistent with the individual optimization of clutch size (e.g. [27]). However, others find that enlarged, or even reduced, clutches produce the most surviving offspring, suggesting that clutch size might be under additional selective pressures. As we explain below, modifications of Lack’s initial hypothesis have been suggested to explain such mixed results and to extend this optimality framework to reproductive strategies more
generally. Many of these modifications are particularly pertinent to the study of human fertility.

(b) Extending Lack’s model
First, Lack was concerned with the optimization of a single reproductive bout. However, in iteroparous species (i.e. sequential breeders), investment in one clutch will also influence available resources for future survival and reproduction. In other words, considering a single clutch ignores trade-offs between reproduction and somatic maintenance, and consequently between current and future reproduction [28]. This has been used to explain why enlarged clutches often outperform unmanipulated clutches when considering only a single breeding season. For example, in kestrels, enlarged clutches produce more surviving offspring but reduce parental survival and thus opportunities for future reproduction, reducing total fitness across the lifespan ([29], see also [30]). Furthermore, when modelling the evolved ‘decision rules’ guiding behaviour, conceptualizing lifetime fertility as equitable to clutch size abstracts from the temporal and sequential aspects of reproductive decision-making. This issue also extends to the work of Becker and much of the subsequent economic literature on fertility, in what Lee describes as the ‘derivative single-litter characterization’ [31, p. 70].

Second, Lack’s account implicitly assumes asexual reproduction and uniparental care by neglecting how the dynamics of partner attraction, retention, and coordinated offspring provisioning may influence the resources available for investing in offspring quantity and quality, and the costs and benefits thereof (e.g. [32]). Parental and mating efforts inevitably trade off, albeit in complex species-specific ways [33]. For humans, there is evidence that mating effort in males does not jeopardize their overall fertility, whereas the pattern for females is variable [34]. Later in the manuscript, we elaborate on how trade-offs between mating and parenting efforts may account for variation in human fertility patterns, both before and following the demographic transition. Sexual reproduction also opens up the possibility that sexual conflict over offspring provisioning may alter reproductive strategies in ways unpredicted when assuming no conflict. Selection may favour higher fertility when paternal care is anticipated, but equally initial levels of fertility may alter the pay-offs to parental investment, creating coevolutionary feedback between offspring number and provisioning strategies [32]. Evolved provisioning strategies and decision rules concerning mating dynamics may thus cause substantial variance in fertility by changing the onset and/or continuation of reproduction. Yet, as with the persistent single-clutch characterization, it remains common for theoretical models of human fertility variation to assume asexual reproduction—as discussed in Shenk et al. [35] and the models reviewed therein.

Third, Lack’s evolutionary ecological model identified the optimal clutch size as that of a population assumed to be in equilibrium. This reliance on the assumption that appropriate mechanisms exist which adapt behaviour to the current environment may be unwarranted. Contemporary evolutionary approaches to behaviour incorporate a consideration of the necessarily imperfect mechanisms making up an organism’s ‘adaptive toolbox’, providing predictions about when and why we should anticipate departures from strict optimality [36]. Two points are particularly relevant to this review. In reacting to environmental cues, all organisms lack complete and accurate information of the exact fitness consequences of behaviour, which may not be apparent for many generations, and so must rely on imperfect proxies for fitness to select appropriate behavioural alternatives. This brings evolutionary perspectives in line with the notion of ‘bounded rationality’ in behavioural economics [37]. Furthermore, since natural selection adapts behaviour to past not present environments, evolutionary accounts anticipate adaptive lag in the face of environmental change. Although adaptive lag is certainly not unique to humans (see Schlaepfer et al. on ‘evolutionary traps’ [38]) it is anticipated to be particularly severe in human populations that have undergone the rapid and dramatic social, economic, and demographic changes accompanying the dawn of agriculture and the industrial revolution [39], and it opens up new possibilities of using culturally transmitted information to afford adaptation [40].

Finally, both life-history theory and economic accounts of fertility, along with related sociological models of family size and achievement [41,42], are united in their shared emphasis on the dilution of parental investment as the dominant factor dictating relationships between offspring quantity and quality. There is evidence that increasing fertility diminishes investment per offspring in both animal (e.g. [43]) and human families (e.g. [42,44]). However, not all parental contributions to offspring quality are subject to dilution, e.g. the social reputation of belonging to a particular family or the quality of genetic inheritance. Moreover, many alternative mechanisms link offspring quantity and quality, the consequences of which may override the importance of investment dilution in certain contexts. Examples of additional costs of high fertility for individual offspring documented in the animal literature include: heightened visibility to predators due to noisier nest sites [43,45], energetic costs of competitive begging [46], consequences of sibling aggression [47], and, for non-dispersing organisms, greater local competition over non-inherited resources in the environment, including mating opportunities [47], effects that bear strong parallels in humans (e.g. [48,49]). Benefits of large sibsplits that may offset these costs include reduced costs of thermoregulation by huddling nest-mates [50], provisioning from sibling allopairs [51], teaching by older siblings [52], and the ready availability of strategic-alliance partners [53]. Again in humans, such benefits might include co-residential allies in later life [54] and even improved mental health [55]. Ultimately, selection acts on the net product of all of the pathways through which offspring number and well-being are related, thereby shaping reproductive strategies.

3. Trade-offs between offspring quantity and quality in humans
Just as studies of clutch size were pioneering for evolutionary studies of animal behaviour, some of the first anthropologists to apply evolutionary models of behaviour, i.e. human behavioural/evolutionary ecologists, focused on variation in fertility [56]. Below, we review evidence for quantity–quality trade-offs prior to the demographic transition across three dimensions: (i) offspring survival, (ii) offspring (embodied, relational, and material) capital, and finally (iii) offspring reproductive success. On the basis of this review, we conclude that, apart from the constraints imposed on reproductive pace by the shared design of human reproductive physiology, there is currently little evidence that limiting fertility to improve
offspring quality can be interpreted as a fitness-maximizing reproductive strategy.

(a) Offspring survival

Available evidence indicates high fertility often compromises child survival in pre-demographic transition settings, but rarely to the extent that reducing fertility can be understood as a strategy to maximize individual lifetime reproductive success (i.e. the total number of surviving offspring). Child survival is under strong selection in human life-history evolution [57]. In high-fertility, high-mortality settings, many offspring die in early childhood (i.e. under 5 years of age), but once adulthood is reached, mortality typically remains low until old age. There is good evidence that tight birth intervals compromise child survival [58]. Blurton Jones [56], for example, demonstrated that tight birth spacing was a strong negative determinant of child survival in !Kung hunter-gatherers. However, studies of the relationship between lifetime fertility and child survival in hunter-gatherer populations have so far failed to find support for the predicted trade-off [59–61], despite the strong constraints of early mortality on fertility in our species [62]. This inconsistency between Blurton Jones’s finding of higher mortality after short birth intervals in the !Kung and the failure of subsequent studies to find support for the predicted trade-off, even in the same ethnic group, underscores the point that the costs and benefits of a large sibling set may vary independently of any direct dilution of parental investment, in this case mother’s lactation (which typically ceases at the subsequent pregnancy).

In part motivated by this surprising result, a spate of later studies, mostly concerning contemporary small-scale agricultural or historical agrarian populations, went on to examine relationships between fertility and child survival. These studies do show that high fertility is associated with low child survival [63–68]. However, only one study to date has observed a downturn in reproductive success (i.e. total number of surviving offspring) at the highest levels of fertility [63]. In all other cases, while the returns to high parity may diminish, more births always are associated with higher reproductive success.

One reason why trade-offs between fertility and child survival may be seemingly absent, or at least insufficiently strong to favour fertility limitation, is the problem of phenotypic correlations [69]. According to this argument, observational studies routinely underestimate trade-offs because they fail to account for relevant differences between individuals. Most obviously, wealthier individuals can afford to invest more in both offspring quantity and quality, masking underlying trade-offs in resource allocation. This issue is well acknowledged in the animal literature, where results of non-experimental studies are deemed ‘unreliable unless a strong case can be made that all relevant variables have been included in the analysis’ [11, p. 149]. Yet, on the other hand, a distinct methodological issue, the misattribution of causality, is likely to result in widespread overestimation of the impact of high fertility and child survival. Indeed, causality may run predominantly in the opposite direction, with high child mortality motivating high fertility. This may occur due to ‘replacement’ or ‘insurance fertility’, whereby parents have additional births to compensate for earlier infant death(s) or expected deaths from causes outside of their control [70,71]. While investigators have attempted to address this issue of reverse causality by excluding very short birth intervals likely to reflect replacing of a dead infant, cut-offs are arbitrary, and there is clearly a need for modelling fertility decisions as a dynamic coevolutionary process both caused by and precipitating child mortality.

There are additional reasons why trade-offs between fertility and child survival may be weak, so that parents do not optimize their fertility decisions on the basis of expected mortality. Child mortality may be high but ‘extrinsic’, i.e. largely care-independent within locally feasible ranges of parental investment, as opposed to ‘intrinsic’, i.e. largely tied to variation in parental investment [59]. This does not mean that children are not highly dependent on parents, but rather that above a readily obtainable threshold, variance within attainable limits of parental care is poorly predictive of mortality [59,72]. Several socio-ecological factors may restrict parental ability to ensure offspring survival, such as avoidably high pathogen loads, poor sanitation and healthcare access, and vulnerabilities to subsistence failure, natural disasters, and violent conflict. Consistent with this hypothesis, Lawson et al. [67], in an analysis of national African demographic surveys, estimate that trade-offs between fertility and child survival are larger in relative magnitude in low-mortality contexts, wherein causes of extrinsic mortality may be reduced (i.e. fewer children die overall but mortality risk is more closely predicted by fertility). Future research is required to explicitly assess the extent to which the dilution of parental care mediates fertility–child mortality relationships across different settings, and more generally to establish the true extent to which child mortality varies along the extrinsic–intrinsic dimension across environments and age ranges.

(b) Offspring capital among survivors

Evidence that high fertility diminishes offspring capital is mixed in pre-demographic transition populations, with many studies indicating that increasing fertility can be beneficial at even very high levels. With regard to ‘embodied capital’ (i.e. physical and mental well-being, knowledge, skills, etc.), some studies demonstrate that children in larger families have relatively poor physical health, but others find no trade-off or mixed effects depending on sibling characteristics and/or health measures used [73–77]. Data on how the presence of siblings influences mental well-being, knowledge, and skills are scarce in pre-demographic transition contexts. Studies of educational attainment in largely rural contexts in developing countries where fertility remains high have reported both positive and negative associations between sibling number and schooling outcomes [8].

A number of factors may limit costly sibling competition over embodied capital in developing and ‘traditional’ populations. First, while there is probably always a net energetic deficit to rearing children [13], children in rural subsistence economies are typically active producers from an early age. This recruitment of juvenile help partially offsets the dilution of family resources by large sibships [78,79]. Second, it is now clear that alloparenting by wider networks of kin, including grandparents, plays a fundamental role in human life-history evolution. Assistance rearing offspring may buffer the costs of high fertility, particularly when assistance from kin responds flexibility to demand [80,81]. Third, extrinsic environmental risk may extend its influence beyond child mortality to embodied capital among survivors. Substantial variation in offspring outcomes may thus be accounted for
by wider socio-ecological conditions beyond parental control, such as environmentally driven fluctuations in food and water insecurity and pathogen load, particularly in the absence of state-level investments in modern healthcare services. Under such conditions, limiting fertility in order to increase parental investment may be somewhat inconsequential with respect to offspring capital. Furthermore, since embodied capital is primarily converted to fitness via survival to reproductive age in traditional relatively high-mortality settings [82], parental perceptions of unavoidable mortality risk (to the extent this is viable [70]) may disincentivize investment more generally, further lowering its relevance as a determinant of offspring success, and thus reducing the impact of sibling competition [83]. We again emphasize that, while such logic is cogent, existing studies of quantity–quality trade-offs in humans have rarely explicitly considered whether parental investment dilution mediates observed relationships between fertility and offspring outcomes. Causal mediation analyses considering alternative forms of parental investment net of the broader set of factors influencing offspring success are lacking. This issue extends to studies evoking resource dilution as the mechanism behind sibship size and education relationships in developed populations [42].

Available evidence suggests ‘relational capital’ (i.e. social ties in food-sharing networks and other forms of assistance) is largely not subject to dilution effects with increasing sibship size. Instead, larger numbers of siblings appear to increase an individual’s network of altruists who may provide support across multiple dimensions. Draper & Hames [60], for example, suggest that positive associations between sibship size and fertility in the !Kung are driven by nepotistic aid in the form of food, assistance in childcare, access to foraging territories occupied by dispersed siblings, and political support in times of conflict. More generally, and particularly where there is scope for direct sibling competition, the positive fitness effects of the relational wealth inherent in large families and lineages, as noted in Dominica [84], may be countered by the dilution of material capital among brothers [48,84,85]. Indeed, competition for material wealth or ‘extrasomatic capital’ (i.e. land, livestock, and household goods) is dictated by the extent to which a population holds such resources. Competition over material wealth is relatively limited in forager and simple horticultural populations, which lack substantial extra somatic wealth compared to pastoralists and agriculturalists, where land and livestock are essential to local subsistence and are transferred across generations [86]. Resource transfers of this type often occur in tandem with marriage and family formation, and have been studied by anthropologists alongside reproductive outcomes. We therefore summarize the evidence for costly sibling competition over material wealth in the following section.

(c) Offspring reproductive success

Sibling competition between surviving offspring is only predicted to lead to fertility limitation if it ultimately diminishes offspring reproductive success. To date, trade-offs between offspring number and offspring reproductive success among survivors have only been demonstrated in contexts where material wealth is transmitted across generations, i.e. stemming from the domestication of plants and animals [16]. For example, both Mace [85] and Borgerhoff Mulder [48] demonstrate substantial sibling competition over reproductive success between brothers in east African pastoralist populations where material wealth transfers play a fundamental role in marriage placements; while for daughters (the non-inheriting sex), the existence of additional sisters either had no effect or improved reproductive success [48,85]. Recently, Gibson & Gurmu [87] harnessed a natural experiment to demonstrate the importance of material wealth in establishing sibling competition over reproductive success. They demonstrate that in rural Ethiopian families that underwent a government land redistribution scheme (removing the influence of parental transfers), siblings had little effect on reproductive success. However, for families that were not part of this scheme and where land was inherited, males with more older brothers had smaller farms and lower reproductive success.

Where substantial material wealth is inherited (i.e. in pastoralists and intensive agriculturalists), and where sibling competition potentially reduces reproductive success, formal mathematical models have indicated that the costs of raising and marrying off children could hypothetically favour fertility limitation to maximize fitness [88,89]. However, prior to the demographic transition, it does not seem that the typical solution to these trade-offs has been fertility limitation. Instead, parents have commonly solved this dilemma via differential parental investment. There are various ways, both behavioural and/or institutional, in which this can be achieved. Regarding behavioural strategies, parents can tune their investment in surviving offspring to ensure optimal use of inherited resources, as with favouring inheriting sons [90,91]. Institutional solutions include primogeniture, ultimogeniture, and unigeniture [92–95], conventions on age at first marriage [96], and even complete restrictions on marriage, as among the Kenyan Rendille [97]. Strategies of biased investment, rather than fertility reduction, may be favoured because of significant uncertainty in how many children born will survive to adulthood or have the qualities necessary for the responsibilities of inheritance, with parents following what has been colloquially termed an ‘heirs and spares’ reproductive strategy. Specific models are needed to determine how parents allocate effort between offspring number and investment as a sequential set of decisions contingent on changing conditions (maternal state, child survival, material resources, etc.); without these, anthropologists must continue to speculate on how parents adjust their fertility to their material circumstances. Furthermore, these decisions are rarely in the province of a single individual [89,98], an issue to which we now turn.

4. Beyond the quantity–quality trade-off

In the sections above, we have made the argument that, with the exception of avoiding substantial costs of tight birth spacing on infant survival, the costs of high fertility on offspring quality appear largely offset by the benefits of greater offspring quantity, at least in the observed range of our species [62]. In this section, we propose that, in addition to stochastic variation [99,100], fertility variation prior to the demographic transition can be better understood in terms of the individual optimization of alternative life-history trade-offs inherent to iteroparous and sexually reproducing species. Note that in no sense are we refuting the fact that reproductive success is a function of offspring quantity multiplied by offspring quality. Fitness is necessarily measured as the
reproductive value of offspring; Fisher [101] recognized that each birth should be weighed by its probability of survival and reproduction, hence the multiplicative term in the reproductive value equation. We also acknowledge that distinguishing life-history trade-offs can analytically be complex since resource allocation decisions have far-reaching and overlapping consequences. However, it is clear that alternative trade-offs can influence resources available for investing in reproduction in ways that cannot be obviously modelled as a quantity–quality trade-off. Accordingly, we now turn to distinct trade-offs that might result in lower fertility than would otherwise be expected by focusing solely on the impacts of fertility on offspring quality. In doing so, we highlight implications with regard to underlying adaptive mechanisms that can account for observed variation in fertility within and between human populations. Primary among these alternative trade-offs are those between reproductive and somatic effort, and between fertility and mating effort. Discussions of these trade-offs are necessarily brief and aimed at highlighting open questions for future research. We also acknowledge that additional trade-offs, beyond the scope of this review, such as that between self- versus nepotistic investment [102], may play a further role in determining individual variation in fertility.

(a) Trade-offs between reproductive and somatic effort
In the absence of intense competition between offspring for post-natal investment, fertility in pre-demographic transition societies may be best understood as primarily determined by the availability of energetic reserves required for offspring production in pregnancy—redirecting our attention to the life-history trade-off between reproductive and somatic effort. This is particularly true for income breeders [103] where individuals supplement stored energetic reserves with the resources required for reproduction, as in humans who must procure food on a daily basis. Evolutionary anthropologists studying high-fertility settings have demonstrated the fundamental importance of female energetic reserves in curtailing the likelihood of conception and in bringing a conception to term in response to factors such as undernutrition, miscarriage under stress, high workloads, and prolonged breastfeeding [104]. Limiting fertility at such times, so that resources can be allocated to somatic effort, is probably an adaptive mechanism to safeguard against scenarios where current reproduction would jeopardize maternal survival and thus both chances of future reproduction and the survival of existing offspring. These responses appear to be navigated primarily by the adaptive design of female reproductive physiology, with reaction norms based on maternal condition rather than active cognitively engaged monitoring of the potential consequences of current reproduction. It bears noting, however, that women’s perceptions of the intersection of their fertility goals and aging bodies is quite developed within some cultural contexts (e.g. [105,106]).

Furthermore, age at first birth in humans reflects a trade-off between the costs of delay (truncating the remaining years available for reproduction), which are elevated in high-mortality environments, with the benefits of postponement via the accrualment of personal capital (such as enhanced education and income) [107]. The clearest example of the trade-off between somatic and reproductive effort is the tendency of mothers to delay reproduction until they are fully matured, since reproducing prior to completed adolescent growth jeopardizes maternal growth [108]. Education is another form of somatic investment, with investments in education shown to be associated across many countries with lower fertility [109]. An additional trade-off exists between having another baby and maternal survival, since each birth increases maternal mortality, thereby jeopardizing the survival of existing offspring. This might be construed as a quantity–quality trade-off [64]. The challenge for the empiricist then is to identify the benefits of the survival dividend (earned from the deferred birth): does this dividend lead to additional births later or to increased investment in current offspring? While such subtleties seem difficult to test, techniques that allow analysis of the repetitive decisions a woman makes each year as a function of various changing-state variables can shed light on these dynamics. To take an example from a modern population context, it was long thought that women who pursued education did so at a fertility cost, but recent work based on year-by-year hazard analyses reveals that, in at least some contexts, child bearing impedes education more than the reverse [110]. Given the intricate interdependencies of these posited trade-offs, we suspect that most progress will be made from studies that examine the precise timing of conceptions (or births) as a function of age, of energy budget or income, and of pre-existing offspring (sibling competitors) in the style of Cohen et al.’s analysis [110] (see also [111]).

Positioning the trade-off between reproduction and somatic effort as pivotal to reproductive decision-making suggests resource access and maternal energy budgets are fundamental determinants of socio-ecological variation in fertility, rather than the extent to which local ecologies dictate high or low levels of costly sibling competition. As noted above, maternal energy budgets are likely to be particularly pertinent in a species where foraging and/or food acquisition and preparation is a daily concern and can be energetically expensive. A simple prediction might be that better socio-ecological conditions would lead to higher fertility—since more resources are now available for reproduction. However, the situation is complex because better conditions may not only improve maternal energy budgets, but also increase the survival chances of children, thereby increasing the returns to higher investment and altering patterns of replacement and insurance fertility. As we describe below, the demographic transition also clearly bucks the expectation that resource-rich ecologies will lead to greater fertility. More research is required to assess between population variation in human fertility within pre-demographic transition contexts, where fertility variation is substantial but still poorly understood from an evolutionary perspective [112,113] and relatively neglected by demographers, who have long been preoccupied with the relatively predictable trends associated with the demographic transition.

(b) Trade-offs with fertility and mating effort
Despite the common simplifying assumptions of many formal models of fertility in both economics and evolutionary anthropology, human reproduction is a sexual act, thereby entailing the fitness interests of more than one individual. Measures of life-history trade-offs should accordingly incorporate currencies earned through sexual selection. This will produce a more fully unified evolutionary account of fertility that
includes social and institutional considerations and constraints [114,115]. For example, there is good reason to believe that mating dynamics play an important role in human fertility variation, in so far as both the age at which individuals enter marriage and the rate at which they change or accumulate mates vary widely across and within populations. The extent to which fertility decisions are shaped by mating strategies has been largely overlooked by evolutionary demographers. However, just as patterns of parental care are increasingly seen as coevolving with interactions within and between the sexes [116,117], so too may fertility decisions.

In a species characterized by relatively stable pair bonds, individuals face a trade-off between starting to reproduce early and waiting to find a preferred mate. Accordingly, variation in age at marriage probably reflects the dynamics involved in mating effort, sensitive to opportunities to get a high-quality mate who can provide both direct and indirect fitness benefits. Such concerns will be particularly relevant when reproduction involves significant resource transfers within the pair bond, again characteristic of human marriage, where males and females typically engage in relatively complementary economic activities [118]. For example, delaying marriage and fertility, thereby truncating the period of life available for future reproduction, may be favoured if time and energy gained can be allocated to enhancing attractiveness and consequently securing (and retaining) a superior mate. There is plenty of evidence that by building up human capital as education a woman can boost her lifetime earnings, thereby increasing the overall budget she can allocate to reproduction [82] and, through educational homogamy, finding an educated spouse (e.g. [119]). However, in rather different social contexts, women may accept very early marriage as a means of securing wealthy and high-ranking husbands, as in 18th to 19th century Germany [120]. In short, strategies to secure high-quality mates may or may not entail delays to reproduction and possibly to reductions in overall fertility, and there is as yet little intersection between theoretical models and empirical variability to guide research in this area.

Turning from first marriage to mate switching, it may pay to slow down reproduction if searching for a replacement mate, and to enhance fertility if aiming to retain a current mate, at least from female point of view. This is because typically remarriage is more difficult for women with children [121] and divorce is more likely in the case of a childless union [122]. With higher variability in mate quality, either sex might be tempted to modulate their fertility to be successful in their optimal mating strategy. This is particularly likely in hunter-gatherer or horticultural populations where in the absence of heritable capital a mate’s provisioning abilities can vary quite unpredictably over time due to disease, accident, or other eventualities. More generally, the extent of conflict between spouses [123] is likely to both drive fertility preferences and result from them in ways that have not yet been theorized, in part because of the relatively narrow focus until now on fertility resulting primarily from the resolution of quantity–quality trade-offs.

While the trade-off between reproduction versus some aspects of maternal somatic capital is mainly regulated by physiology, social institutions can play a larger role in determining how mating dynamics influence fertility. For example, if men have the option of polygyny, there may be less pressure on women to produce offspring at a faster rate than is their preference [123]. Similarly, a woman’s fertility can be affected by post-marital residence norms, upwards by the presence of her husband’s parents, and downwards by the presence of her own parents [98,124]. Women are also more effective in achieving their preferred fertility when their mother lives nearby [125]. In general however, our understanding of these dynamics is largely anecdotal [126]. Furthermore, there is no reason to assume that social institutions regulating marriage and residence are exogenous. People strategize within the culturally agreed-on norms. For example, not all men marry polygynously in a polygynous society, and only some men and women remarry where serial monogamy is the norm, opening up the possibility of a gradual shift in norms in so far as these reflect conformity or frequency dependence. There is accordingly considerable potential for investigating the coevolution of marriage norms with fertility strategies, as pioneered by Goody [94] (see also [127]). For example, Hawkes et al. [128] propose that marriage is as a normative solution to a game of coordination among males with respect to reducing the costs of mate guarding. Similarly, flexible norms regarding marriage and divorce in populations where individual capital varies widely over time may emerge because of the high pay-offs to mate switching.

5. The demographic transition revisited

As populations undergo socio-economic and cultural ‘modernization’, the factors that once reduced costly sibling competition begin to erode. Children are no longer involved in active resource production and so have little potential to underwrite their own costs to parents. Kin networks become fragmented, and the emergence of low fertility rates leads to a lower absolute number of potential alloparsents [129]. Declining extrinsic environmental risks render the returns to parental investment more certain, encouraging greater investment and making the dilution of such investment a greater relative determinant of offspring success. In addition, the scope of sibling competition over material capital is increased dramatically by the introduction of modern skill-based labour economies, where human capital takes longer to instil via formal education and work experience [82,129]. Accordingly, the best evidence of sibling competition in developing populations comes from those that are more economically developed or from relatively urban zones within developing populations [8,16,130]. Indeed, the very fact that most evolutionary anthropological researchers come from such populations may have led to the appeal of the quantity–quality model.

Many evolutionary demographers have argued that modern fertility decline may be adaptive as part of an optimal regulation of the quantity–quality trade-off, provided substantial economic rewards are bestowed on descendants [35,88,131,132]. Multigenerational studies confirm, however, that modern low fertility rates are unlikely to be fitness-maximizing, with low fertility benefiting descendent material and somatic capital, but having little impact on descendant survival or reproductive success [5,6]. In short, parents are not effective in trading off quantity for quality in such a way as to maximize fitness. Rather, parents behave as if ever more investment in offspring will pay off in the competitive market economy, where increasingly rare skills yield increasingly high salaries and social prestige [82]. Furthermore, they appear motivated to imitate the investment patterns of the most prestigious members of the community [133,134], with diverse values generating increasingly complex cultural
evolutionary dynamics [40,135]. However, despite the fact that families are patently much smaller than any optimizing model would predict, there is a sense in which the quantity–quality trade-off holds—at least through the perception of quality. This suggests there is adaptive lag in mechanisms governing fertility. Under modernization, humans elevate their perception of the costs of high fertility on offspring capital, leading to a correspondingly exaggerated strategy of fertility limitation [16,35,136]. For example, echoing Lack’s clutch size hypothesis, Kaplan et al. propose that that:

Because human parents and grandparents provision children, natural selection probably produced mechanisms by which fertility could respond to the number of children parents could afford to raise in any given socio-ecology. [136, p. 238]

In modern environments such adaptive mechanisms then lead to maladaptively low fertility in response to increased perceived costs of child rearing well outside the range experienced previously by our ancestors. On the basis of the literature reviewed across previous sections, we highlight two important considerations stemming from a more holistic appreciation of the multiple selective forces acting on human-fertility variation. First, if it is indeed true that modern fertility limitation is best understood as a strategy to advance offspring status in line with a perceived quantity–quality trade-off, then this represents a potentially radical shift. As we have argued, there is little indication that fertility variation can be accounted for by the tactical balancing of equivalent forms of this trade-off in pre-demographic transition environments. In this sense, limiting fertility to strategically enhance offspring success cannot be considered a straightforward extension of pre-existing reproductive strategies. This raises very interesting questions about the flexibility of human behaviour under rapidly changing environments, and identifies the need for a more developed study of the cognitive mechanisms underlying human reproduction to match the substantial progress made in our understanding of the physiology of human reproduction across the 1980s and 1990s [104]. Clearly, a sharper understanding of the mechanisms contributing to fertility variability in pre-demographic transition populations lacking modern birth control is critical to any empirical anchoring of such speculations. Future work would also be usefully concentrated on those populations undergoing modernization and engaging with such technologies for the first time (e.g. [137]).

Second, we caution that while data on the apparent benefits of low fertility to descendant material capital certainty appear consistent with the view that perceived quantity–quality trade-offs drive the demographic transition, evolutionary anthropologists’ persistent preoccupation with this trade-off means that relatively little attention has been paid to the possibility that alternative trade-offs play a substantial role in modern fertility patterns. Indeed, it remains an open possibility that modern low fertility may be better understood in terms of exaggerated returns of low fertility to own socio-economic success relatively independently of the socio-economic consequences of costly sibling competition. Accordingly, we should perhaps refocus our attention more on the factors that lead individuals to postpone fertility, i.e. the decision to produce now versus later, rather than the decision of how many offspring to have [138]. This perspective has the obvious advantage of accounting for why many people accrue capital at the expense of having no kids at all. There is also much scope for improving our understanding of how novel features of modern mating markets might lead to low fertility. For example, high-density mating markets may lead to extreme investments in choosiness, and such long search times, lengthy courtship, and possibly higher rates of partner switching in response to the perception that a potentially better mate may always be available [139]. Such modern mating markets may indirectly reduce fertility by reducing the amount of time individuals spend in reproducibly viable partnerships. As Moya et al. [126] review, there is also a need for greater attention to the possibility that sexual conflict may influence fertility optima in certain contexts.

6. Conclusion

The optimization of the life-history trade-off between offspring quantity and quality is surely fundamental in defining the theoretical upper limits of human fertility and our propensity for singleton births. Yet the extent to which it can meaningfully account for why so few women approach maximal fertility and for the substantial ecological and individual variance in fertility rates observed even before the demographic transition remains an open question. Our review of sibling competition in high-fertility, high-mortality populations leads us to propose that alternative life-history trade-offs, such as that between reproductive and somatic effort, and between fertility and mating effort, play a more pivotal role in accounting for fertility variation in settings characteristic of our evolutionary past. Even where high fertility has notable costs on offspring reproductive success due to substantial material wealth transfers at marriage and inheritance, a relatively novel form of sibling competition following the domestication of plants and animals, this dilemma has typically been solved by biased parental investment rather than tactical fertility reduction.

The trade-off between the perceived quality and quantity of offspring is more obviously relevant to decisions to reduce fertility accompanying socio-economic and cultural modernization, an observation that may account for our preoccupation with this trade-off, since researchers themselves are living in environments where the direct and opportunity costs of raising children are particularly salient. However, even in modern low-fertility contexts, we suggest that expanding present theoretical frameworks beyond the persistent yet artificial single clutch and asexual reproduction assumptions, dating back to both Lack and Becker, will be necessary to account for observed fertility patterns. The quantity–quality trade-off concept has propelled a vast literature addressing species, population, and individual-level variation in reproductive strategies. Nevertheless, we will ultimately understand a lot more about reproductive decision-making by enriching current frameworks with greater attention to weighing up the relative contribution of the quantity–quality trade-off to the alternative selective forces discussed in this paper.
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